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A. Dutch Texts

• 13th Century
  
  **official** 331 official texts from various cities across North and South Holland. Charters. 128,903 words. Texts taken from the Corpus Gysseling, a part of the *CD-Rom Middelnederlands*. The name of the city/area and month/year of the text is given with the relevant examples. These are the city abbreviations used in the examples (though note that the official texts are not limited to these cities):

  - **a’dam** Amsterdam
  - **alke** Alkemade
  - **d’recht** Dordrecht
  - **hgk** Hollands grafelijke kanselarij
  - **koning** Koningsveld

• 14th Century

  - **a’damlect** Anonymous (1348). *Amsterdam lectionarium (Lectionarium van Amsterdam)*. Amsterdam. Prose. 120,333 words. www.dbnl.nl

• 15th Century (all texts taken from www.dbnl.nl)

  - **blome** Potter, Dirc (1475–1495). *Blome der doechden, Bouck der bloemen*. Hollands. Prose. 81,765 words.


  - **pseudo** Anonymous (1409). *(Pseudo-)Bonaventura-Ludophiliaanse leven van Jezus (Leven ons heren Ihesu Cristi)*. South Holland. Prose. 7,747 words.

• 16th Century (all texts taken from www.dbnl.nl)

A. Dutch Texts

**offer** Anonymous (1562). *Het Offer des Heeren*. Miscellaneous (only letters written by prisoners from the provinces of North or South Holland). Letters. 24,866 words.

**zedekunst** Coornhert, D.V. (1585). *Zedekunst dat is wellevenskunste*. Amsterdam. Traktaat. 151,365 words.

- 17th Century (all texts taken from www.dbnl.nl)


- 18th Century (all texts taken from www.dbnl.nl)


  **keuken** Anonymous (1746). *De volmaakte Hollandsche keuken-meid*. Amsterdam. Non-fiction/lifestyle. 6,725 words.

  **tooneel** Corver, Marten (1786). *Tooneel-aantekeningen*. Amsterdam. Letters. 60,776 words.